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UCLA Press Conference Quotes 

 
Head Coach Michael Sealy  
Opening statement … 
“We are excited about playing tomorrow. After the match last night we just kind of let the girls watch a little bit of the next match, 
but we did not let them worry too much about their opponent. We are going to watch a ton of video today and tomorrow to prep 
and be prepared for tomorrow.” 
 
On cutting his hair and whether or not it worked … 
“We were on a terrible losing streak this season. We had lost three of five, so the old superstitious baseball kid in me had to find 
a slump-buster. You tell me. We are 5-0 (since).” 
 
On his awareness of the program’s history… 
“I was an undergrad at UCLA and I was born at the university hospital. My dad played baseball there, so my family was all about 
UCLA and I was well aware of the tradition.” 
 
On why the program struggled until now after having so much success from the late 80s and early 90s…. 
“During our heyday there were only six good teams in the country, so to make it to the finals now is not as easy as it was back in 
the day. Today, there is parity everywhere and there are great teams everywhere. There are so many kids coming up through 
the club level and not all of them can go to a UCLA, a Penn State or a Texas, so you will have a lot of athletic girls trickling down 
to other programs and become big time players.” 
 
On what caused the program to slip… 
“I believe we made the Championship Round in 2006, but if you have one player transfer or one player get injured or miss on 
one recruiting class it can have an impact.” 
 
On how UCLA matches up with Illinois and the performance of Illinois against USC hitter Alex Jupiter… 
“Any time you rely exclusively on one player you can put yourself in a tough situation. She [Jupiter] was the NCAA Player of the 
Year for a reason. She’s unbelievable. She racks up 30 kills seemingly whenever she wants to. I think last night it was like 
watching USC West versus USC East. They played the exact same offense doing the exact same stuff, but Illinois had just a 
couple of weapons they could go to that USC did not. Most of the time, when Jupiter is successful she just physically outplays 
her opponents, but Illinois was just big enough to put a block up front. It was a good match up for Illinois who was able to put a 
block up front and force her to work hard. I think she had 82 swings last night.” 
 
On Kelly Reeves…. 
She had so much success on the club level. She won every level and she has that winning DNA that rubs off on the rest of the 
team. I think her first season, she wasn’t physical enough to play a complete Pac-12 season so we put her on the right side so 
that she could take fewer swings and it has just worked for us since. If you took 60 swings against Stanford, you are probably not 
going to want to do it the next night. It really allows Rachel to be big on the left side as well. 
 
“She’s all unicorns and rainbows. I think she sees about 40 unicorns a day and rainbows wherever she looks, in a good way. We 
were at the Final Four banquet and she came up and spoke for our team and I never worry about her cause even when she is 
stumbling she just wears her heart on her sleeves. Even when she doesn’t make sense it is still beautiful.  She had this five 
minute run-on sentence that everyone just loved.” 
 
On having two young coaches in the finals and if it represents a generational shift… 
“It is surreal. It was the last thing we talked about last night. ‘Can you believe that there is only one more volleyball match this 
year and we are actually playing in it?’ It really hasn’t sunk in yet. The same thing about coaching this program and the situation 
we are in. I just don’t have an answer for that. The magnitude, if there is a magnitude to this match, just hasn’t sunk in yet if it 
ever does.” 
 



On the history between him and Illinois Head Coach Kevin Hambly… 
“We had battled while he was at BYU and we both coached on various tournaments here and there, so it is interesting. Talking 
yesterday about the pre-match handshake, we couldn’t decide if we are going to chest bump or hug it out. We are figuring out 
what we need to do.”  
 
Rachael Kidder, Jr., OH  
Thoughts on the finals being a Pac 12 versus Big Ten matchup … 
“We really want to represent the conference but it is more about UCLA in our eyes, but we do want to represent the conference.”  

 
Tabi Love, Jr., OH  
On Kelly Reeves … 
“She has a lot of energy, which is not really what I was used to as far as style of play, but I like it a lot. She’s also really great off 
the court.” 
 
On her relationship with Coach Sealy… 
“He has been great with me since the beginning of the year. Definitely coming in and being new again I think I struggled to find 
my role, but throughout all of that he was the one I looked to for advice. I think we are similar in a lot of ways and he’s a great 
mentor and someone that is easy to relate to.” 
 
Lauren Van Orden, Sr., S  
On how they match up with Illinois… 
“I think we match up really well with them. They have some key players on both ends and I think we have players that can 
perform there, as well. I was very impressed with their ball control last night and we are very similar in that sense. But across the 
board we match up really well and it is going to be a great fight.” 

 


